Tournal ofAncient Egyptian Interconnections
Editorial Announcement
With this issue TAEI begins its fourth year of publication, and we take this opportunity to outline the
publie.ttion plans for the journal's fourth volume.
The current fascicle of the journal carries three submitted articles and four reviews relating co various aspects of
Egyptian interconnections without sharing any particular theme.
The following two fascicles - the June and September issues - will carry a number of articles on the specific
theme of Egyptian interconnections with the Levant. These two issues ,vill not only span a great deal of
material in this area of Levancine connections, but also will cover important current research being carried out
at the threshold of our knowledge of ancient Egypt's relations with its Near Eastern neighbors.
The wintn (December) issue of the journal will likewise see a new development for /Ali/. For our fourth issue
of 2012, JAE! is soliciting short reports from archaeologists whose research and fieldwork reveal connections
between ancient Egypt and its neighbors. Taking advantage of our on-line format, these reports will p rovide
researchers an opportunity to disseminate their preliminary results expeditiously. Furthermore, by devoting an
entire issue to field reports, /A.El will serve the archaeological community as a "one-stop" source for
information on the most current relevant work being done around the Eastern Mediterranean. If your research
matches this criterion, please consider submitting a report of up to 2,000 words by October I, 2012. Please
direct inquiries regarding this issue to [AEl's Associate Editor, Robert Schon (rsehon@cmail.arizona.edu).
We very much look forward co your submissions.
Scholars seeking to contribute material to the journal are asked to consult the "Guide for Contributors" in the
Table of Contents or to send an email to Egypt@u.arizona.edu for further information.
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